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part of the chart. For a visual example of an indicator, see our chart description. 2. An indicator is usually a description of characters, symbols or marks on a document that is foreign to the reader. When .HTML 3, &lt;legend&gt;tag is used &lt;fieldset&gt;to specify a caption for the element. HTML, Spreadsheet terms,
Label Turning 30 is an important milestone. This is the age at which you are more inceded to go out and explore the world than step back in time and take another trip for home yearning. Although birthdays are late nights in your twenties you may or may not remember, enough money and PTO accrued to invest in some
experiences you will never forget until you are 30. Citizen Promaster watches have always celebrated the everyday adventurer, so I just felt right to honor the collection's 30th birthday by determining that some of the most adrenaline-disting group trips kids can take to celebrate their milestone. Go out and create lifelong
memories and strengthen the bond of friendship- we promise you won't miss the souvenir glass. Karen Doody / Stocktrek ImagesGetty Images Swim SharksIle About 1,500 whale sharks migrate each year in the waters surrounding Mexico's Isla Mujeres, making this the perfect place to get close to the great fish, gentle
fish. (But not too close; these endangered sharks are not allowed to touch.) In addition to whale sharks, divers can expect to see sea turtles, manta rays and dozens of saltwater fish varieties swimming around the reef, the second largest barrier in the whole world. The diving season usually runs between May and
September, but try sightseeing time with the annual Whale Shark Festival in July. Do you really want to get blood pumping? Visit the Shark Reef Marine Reserve in Fiji, where you will come face-to-face with eight different shark species, including predatory bulls and tiger sharks. An equally terrifying and awe-inspiring
experience. Perfect Citizen: Promaster AqualandParlak hands will always let you know what time it is, even if you are 200 meters underwater. A quick output alarm lets you get to the surface very quickly. The blue rubber strap not only looks good, but is also designed to stay tight underwater on your wrist. This Imported
from Instagram. You can find the same content in another format, or more&lt;/fieldset&gt; &lt;/legend&gt; &lt;/legend&gt; on their website. Almost every child dreamed of becoming an astronaut. But there are other ways to brave space passengers until Branson, Musk and their partner start taking us into orbit with average
Joes. Go Zero G uses a specially modified Boeing 727 and climbs to 32,000 feet, reaching about 2 G in the process and falling dramatically for 20-30 seconds, making passengers intrinsally weightless. During this time, you and your friends can jump around the cabin and perform acrobatics normally reserved for
astronauts and children named Léotard. If you want to go even higher, you have to go to Russia and hitchhike to the MiG-29 Fulcrum. The fighter jet breaks the sound barrier as it climbs 13 miles off the ground. After a few minutes in the stratosphere, the pilot returns to the descent to the planet, hitting up to 8G and
performing a few acrobatic shows to make sure you get your money's worth. Perfect Citizen: Promaster NavihawkMesh stainless steel wristband will remain clasped even by turning around the zero gravity cabinet, and mig acrobatics are easy to clean if you make it a little nauseous. If you reach orbit one day, you will be
able to point to 43 cities around the world and know when the clock is. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find the same content in another format or find more information on their website. Ideal for mountain bikers who prefer a liquid prize after a trip, this trip with Scotland's off-the-beat-path Outer Hebrides
islands by bike and boat meanders, and most importantly, for dismanting the most remote whisky in the world. (You're out of the U.S. now, so there's no e in whisky. The main language spoken is Welsh, so the region feels very different from the rest of the UK. After a few days of island hopping and singletrack smashing,
riders finally arrive at the peat scotch house on the Isle of Harris, which captures the solid, earthly spirit of Abhainn Dearg Dismantling and the perfect Outer Hebrides. Would you rather have something distributed closer to home? Bicycle on the Bourbon Trail of Bluegrass State. The official Kentucky Bourbon Trail website
offers a trio of self-guided itinerary, being the most popular three-dayer, Louisville starts and ends and takes riders through eight danter and tasting experiences along the way. Don't worry about getting too drunk to pedal; Samples are just enough to taste whisky, but not enough to give a buzz. Rolling terrain can be
challenging, but it can be done for the most comfortable cyclists. Perfect Citizen: Promaster Satellite Wave GPS Freedom Ass asses off the boat, a quick press to a button updates the time to locals However, it's up to you to find out when the dyslema factory is open. This content is imported from Instagram. You can find
the same content in another format or find more information on their website. Churchill, Manitoba is known for good reason as the Polar Bear Capital of the World, about 1,000 of the monsters living in the area. We offer guided excursions on the Arctic tundra, where various outfitters can get close to curious bears and
personal with visitors. Almost any wildly loving visitor can take this adventure, provided they don't care about the (very) slight chance of being cold or (very) ate in the Arctic. Perhaps more importantly, visitors may have firsthand knowledge of how the planet's rising temperature is rapidly and dramatically altering the
habitat of bears. As an added bonus, you will most likely see the Northern Lights during late autumn and winter trips. If you don't like the cold, you can have a similar experience with coastal grizzly bears in Alaska's Katmai National Park. Bears have nothing to fear from people, as visitors are relatively few and hunting is
forbidden in the park. In fact, mother bears often encourage their offspring to play near people so that they get used to these strange, (mostly) hairless strangers. Perfect Citizen: Promaster Tough Chronograph Hard hard enough to withstand almost any penalty you can score on this field. Like all watches listed, this one
features Eco-Drive technology and ensures you never need to replace the battery. The only problem may be that people may be more impressed with this beautiful hour than bear stories. This content is created and protected by a third party and transferred to this page to help users provide their email address. You can
find out more about this and similar content piano.io Topics: Advertising Also Inseparable from the Australian experience? I'm going to the beach. And on this front, New South Wales gives you a lot of options. A short flight or natural ride from Sydney, the North Coast is packed with attractive attractions, from the boho-
chic seaside town of Byron Bay to Port Stephens, where dolphin and whale sightings are among the top items on the agenda. The Central Coast offers plenty of wildlife detection, not to mention the chance to ride the world's longest zipline, between Sydney and Newcastle (the second largest city in NSW). Sydney's Palm
Beach will soon feature a film of the same name starring Bryan Brown, Sam Neill, Greta Scacchi and Richard E. Grant.Photo By Target NSW | Main Beach, WollongongTravel is a little more hauntingly to explore beautiful provincial areas, you can get to know Mad Max and countless other movies with the scene. Whether
you're exploring the historic mining towns of Broken Hill and Silverton, or taking a safari tour of Mungo National, take this iconic view And how much imbibe will there be to love about Australia-its epic size, stunning beauty, irrepressible spirit, and fascinating history. Target by NSW Photo | Mungo National ParkIf, after all
this persuasion, allows you to still pause the length of flights to Australia, consider this: United's Economy Plus option gives the extra legroom that can make all the difference to long-haul flight, plus seats near the front of the cabin. (Flying Economy Plus also wins you Premier qualifying dollars.) Upgrade further to United
Polaris business class and you'll be curled up in luxurious private beds created in partnership with Saks Fifth Avenue, so you can run to the ground after enjoying the best sleep in the sky. In all service classes from Dreamliner to Sydney, United is just around the corner to sweeten a thoughtful food and drink menu and a
fantastic variety of on-demand entertainment, from hit HBO TV shows tribeca film festival.Photo by United AirlinesVivid Sydney 2019 to choosing shorts. Go to yourself and all the wonders of New South Wales will be just around the corner. A lot.
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